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For exploring tokamak operation regimes that deliver both high β and good energy confinement,
power scans at JET with ITER-like wall have been performed. Relatively weak degradation of the
confinement time coincides with increased core temperature of the ions at high power. The changes
in core turbulence characteristics during a power scan with an optimized (broad) q profile are an-
alyzed by means of nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations. The increase in β is crucial for stabilizing
ion temperature gradient driven turbulence, accompanied by increased ion to electron temperature
ratio, the presence of a dynamic fast ion species, as well as the geometric stabilization by increased
thermal and suprathermal pressure. A sensitivity study with respect to the q profile reveals that
electromagnetic effects are more pronounced at larger values of q. Further, it is confirmed that tur-
bulence suppression due to rotation becomes less effective in such strongly electromagnetic systems.
Electrostatic simplified models may thus perform well in present-day devices, in which high β is
often correlated with high rotation, but provide poor extrapolation towards low rotation devices.
Implications for ITER and reactor plasmas are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

For realizing adequate fusion power in magnet-
ically confined plasmas, a sufficiently large energy
confinement time τE is mandatory. At the same
time, a high (thermal) normalized plasma pressure
βth = 2µ0pth/B

2 must be reached. Experimental
realization of both requirements is often accompa-
nied by an optimized (broad) shape of the q pro-
file and low collisionality, in plasma scenarios var-
iously described as ’improved H-mode, ’advanced
inductive’ or ’hybrid’ (e.g. [1–3]). With the aim
of understanding the confinement scaling in prepa-
ration for ITER, a series of four power scans are
performed at JET [4], covering low and high tri-
angularity δ, as well as Carbon(C) and ITER-like
metal wall (ILW) materials. Applying a ’current
overshoot’ [3], the ’hybrid’ regime is accessed at
high power. In the high-δ ILW case, τE remains
below the value obtained with C-wall at low heat-
ing power. However, the plasma stored energy in-
creases more rapidly with power, so that suitable
confinement regimes can be reached also with ILW.
In low-δ shaping, the increase of stored energy
with absorbed power is similarly strong for both
wall materials. Power degradation of the order of
τE ∼ P−0.3 is much weaker than the ITER physics
base result τIPB98y2 ∼ P−0.7 [5]. Detailed stud-
ies exist for high-power C-wall ’hybrid’ plasmas at
JET, where high plasma β plays a crucial role for
explaining the measured beneficial power scaling
[6, 7]. Electromagnetic (EM) effects—associated
to finite β— suppress turbulent heat transport in

the plasma core and thus allow steeper tempera-
ture profiles. In addition, enhanced pressure in-
creases pedestal MHD stability by the geometric
effect of flux compression. These two β effects on
core and pedestal can reinforce themselves [4, 7],
and since both profit from an increased contribu-
tion of fast particles (βfast) at higher power, a pos-
itive feedback loop may be initiated.

Regarding core turbulent transport, the effec-
tiveness of EM stabilization is found to be indi-
cated by the ratio β/βcrit, where β includes ther-
mal and suprathermal pressure, [6, 8, 9]. This β
stabilization is more pronounced in nonlinear than
in linear simulations [10] as thoroughly confirmed
by benchmarks between several gyrokinetic codes,
[11]. The threshold for Alfvénic EM instabilities,
βcrit, generally decreases at low magnetic shear, so
that this effect can be favoured by the flat q profiles
in the inner half-radius of ’hybrid’ discharges. Low
power degradation has been found also in base-
line power scans [12], though, which indicates that
good confinement and high β can also be reached
with relaxed q profile, possibly for similar reasons.
For reaching high β, the JET-ILW power scans are
mainly heated by neutral beam injection (NBI),
which tends to produce plasmas with Ti > Te and
simultaneously generates a fast ion population and
plasma rotation. All of these physics effects are
known to influence turbulent transport. Fortu-
nately, various techniques are available to partially
disentangle them experimentally, such as torque
balanced NBI at DIIID [13], the use of ion/electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH/ECRH) at AS-
DEX Upgrade [14], or ICRH at JET [15], for exam-
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ple. The WEST tokamak [16] will use ICRH and
lower hybrid heating (LH), while JT60-SA [17, 18]
will install negative ion NBI and ECRH. However,
since the conditions of future devices cannot ex-
actly be matched, it is essential to gain improved
understanding also on a theoretical level.

In this paper, we present a detailed gyrokinetic
study for two discharges of the low δ power scan
in ILW configuration. Employing the gyrokinetic
turbulence code GENE [19], we specifically address
turbulence in the inner core, where increased power
is observed to yield a steeper ion temperature pro-
file. The computations are performed in realistic
geometry, taken from an interpretative CRONOS
[20] analysis of experimental data. For the high
power case, a q profile sensitivity study is per-
formed.This is important for determining whether
the real time control of q is essential for the tran-
sition to the advanced regime, or just for having
a safe operation. The experimental parameters
are summarized in Sec. II. Details of turbulence
modelling are reviewed in Sec. III, and simulation
results are presented in Sec IV. Turbulent fluxes
are then compared to CRONOS power balance re-
sults, whereby turbulence regime transitions are
characterized by comparing the results for low and
high power discharges. This procedure enables to
identify key aspects of turbulence reduction mech-
anisms at increased power and forms the basis of
extrapolation to future tokamaks. Some conclu-
sions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

For the low δ discharges JET84798 (P = 6MW)
and JET84792 (P = 13MW), interpretative in-
tegrated modelling with the CRONOS suite of
codes is performed to self-consistently extract the
parameters for thermal and suprathermal plasma
species, as well as the magnetic geometry. The se-
lected time window t = 45.2s-45.45s is the same
as in Ref. [4], where these experiments are doc-
umented in great detail. For linear and nonlin-
ear gyrokinetic analysis, we focus on the inner
core region ρtor = 0.33, where the measured data
indicates a steeper ion temperature gradient in
the high power discharge. The corresponding pa-
rameters from CRONOS are summarized in Ta-
bles I and II. The main quantity compared to
gyrokinetic simulations is the total power 〈QjV

′〉
transported through the ρtor = 0.33 flux sur-
face of the area V ′. Here, 〈Qs〉 is the time-
averaged turbulent energy flux density for plasma
species j. The radial coordinate ρtor is normal-
ized to Lref = (ψtor,sep/πB0)

1/2 with ψtor,sep be-
ing the toroidal flux at the separatrix. Thus,
the normalized inverse gradient length of a flux-

function A is defined as R/LA = −R̂A−1dA/dρtor
with R̂ = R/Lref . Further, we define ρ⋆ =
ρs/Lref and ν⋆i = 4νiiqR/(3π

1/2vTiǫ
3/2), where

ρs = cs/Ωi is the reference gyroradius, cs =
(T0e/mD)

1/2 is the reference (sound-) veloc-
ity, Ωj = mjc/(eB0) is the Larmor frequency,

νjj′ = 4πn0jq
2
j q

2
j′ ln Λ(2T0j)

−3/2m
−1/2
j is the col-

lision rate for species j of charge qj colliding with

species j′ vTj = (2T0j/mj)
1/2 is the thermal ve-

locity, and ǫ = ρtorLref/R. The electron beta is
defined as βe = 8πneTe/B

2
0 and α = −q2R

∑

s β
′
j

is the normalized pressure gradient (with respect
to ρtor) summed over all species. The instability
threshold for EM modes such as KBM or Alfvénic
modes is often approximated by the infinite-n bal-
looning limit αcrit, or β′

crit = αcrit/q
2R, respec-

tively, [21, 22]. While at large magnetic shear
ŝ > 0.6, one finds αcrit ∼ 0.6ŝ, the threshold
becomes largely independent of ŝ at lower shear,
which is in line with our observations in the plasma
core. While kinetic corrections are to be expected,
this result already points out that the EM thresh-
old is strongly sensitive to q and the total pressure
gradient. For this reason, we add an alternative
equilibrium (84792 alt.) with lower central safety
factor q = 0.915 (similar ŝ) and thus lower α for
the high power discharge, which is obtained from
the EFIT code constrained by MSE measurements.
Realistic values of q may be found in between these
limits of q = 1.238 and q = 0.915, since the absence
of MHD activity (measured by magnetic pickup
coils) indicates that q does not drop far below q = 1
throughout the plasma core.

We note that for both geometry files we have
used the same ρtor grid from CRONOS for map-
ping measured profiles and computing gradients,
which are then input into GENE. Differences in
the gradient parameters and β thus origin from the
fact that the numerical tracing of the two equilibria
[23] yields a slightly different reference length Lref

and magnetic axis field strength B0. In a way, this
reflects the uncertainties in the simulation param-
eters in Tables I and II due to equilibrium map-
ping. Further, no measurement of the Zeff profile
are available for the present discharges. This poses
uncertainty to the plasma composition and to the
q profile evolution, and stresses the importance of
the sensitivity study.

III. SETUP FOR GYROKINETIC

SIMULATIONS

We use the gyrokinetic code GENE in the flux-
tube framework (local in the radial coordinate
x). For ion-scale turbulence, the maximum bi-
normal wavenumbers ky cover is about kyρs ∼ 4,
Some electron scale simulations have been per-
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JET 84798 84792 84792 alt.

ν⋆i 0.0645 0.0176 0.0106

1/ρ⋆ 305.2 245.1 242.4

βe[%] 1.236 2.09 2.00

q 1.1814 1.2380 0.9152

ŝ 0.1445 0.1447 0.1762

R/m 2.9977 3.0578 2.9855

α 0.1753 0.4748 0.2545

αth 0.1539 0.3943 0.2105

γE×B/(cs/R) 0.1320 0.1522 0.2311

Zeff 1.1590 1.2600 1.2600

T0e/keV 2.0846 3.1663 3.1663

〈QeV ′〉/MW 0.408 1.4 1.4

〈QiV
′〉/MW 1.40 2.8 2.8

Table I: Nominal local parameters at ρtor = 0.33 from
CRONOS. For discharge 84792, mapping to the equi-
librium files with q = 1.24 and q = 0.915 (alt.) are
shown. whereby the parameters γE, α and ν⋆

i are di-
rectly affected by a change in q.

84798 e D(i) W f

T0/T0e 1.000 0.852 0.852 7.889

n0/n0e 1.000 0.981 2.6E-5 0.017

R/LT 4.371 3.628 3.628 4.820

R/Ln 0.750 0.657 0.294 6.327

84792 q = 1.24 geom e D(i) W f

T0/T0e 1.000 1.180 1.180 6.380

n0/n0e 1.000 0.946 4.8E-5 0.050

R/LT 3.968 4.582 4.582 3.863

R/Ln 1.498 1.327 1.327 4.732

84792 q = 0.915 geom e D(i) W f

T0/T0e 1.000 1.180 1.180 6.380

n0/n0e 1.000 0.946 4.8E-5 0.050

R/LT 4.070 4.698 4.698 3.961

R/Ln 1.536 1.361 1.361 4.852

Table II: Species parameters at ρtor = 0.33. For dis-
charge 84792, mapping to the equilibrium files with
q = 1.24 and q = 0.915 are shown.

formed with kyρs < 64, in order to determine po-
tential contributions to electron transport. The
main focus of this work is put on ion-scale tur-
bulence, however, and extremely expensive multi-
scale simulations have been avoided. The domain
size for typical ion-scale turbulence simulations is
lx = 240ρs, ly = 120ρs and lv‖ =3vT , lµ =9T0e/B0

in velocity space, resolved with nx=192, ny =96,
nv = 48, nµ = 16 grid points, respectively. In
the parallel direction, 32 grid points are used.
Convergence tests in linear and nonlinear simula-
tions show that trends are captured correctly and
no qualitative changes of the simulated plasma
turbulence is expected. We mention, however,

that simulations at very low turbulence levels of
Qi . 0.2QgB (corresponding to 〈QiV

′〉 . 1MW
for JET84792 at ρtor = 0.33) are very sensitive to
small changes in the input parameters. Around
the experimental flux level of 〈QiV

′〉 ∼ 2.85, the
simulations are far more robust.

Four species are included by default: electrons,
thermal deuterium, beam deuterium ions and a
tungsten impurity, which is assumed to be fully
ionized. In accordance with the relative unimpor-
tance of radiation losses in CRONOS analysis and
the extremely low tungsten density, tungsten plays
virtually no role for microturbulence and is often
ignored. Nevertheless, the effective ion charge Zeff

from Table I is then kept in the Landau-Boltzmann
collision operator for the gyrokinetic simulations.
A fully electromagnetic (EM) response is consid-
ered, including perpendicular and parallel mag-
netic fluctuations. Some runs are performed in
the electrostatic (ES) limit by artificially reduc-
ing βe to 0.05%, which is essentially equivalent
to neglecting Ã‖ and B̃‖ fluctuations. Employ-
ing the δf method, the distribution is split into
a static Maxwellian part F0 and a small, fluctu-
ating part f̃ . Fast beam ions are modelled as a
fully kinetic species and thus (i) dilute the main
ion species, [24], (ii) add to the Shafranov-shift

[25], and (iii) dynamically contribute to the φ̃,

Ã‖ and B̃‖ fluctuations, [26, 27]. The latter can
have significant impact in nonlinear simulations,
[10]. Here, their background distribution is ap-
proximated as a Maxwellian with equivalent tem-
perature profile Tf = pf/nf . The fast ion pressure
is accounted for in the Grad-Shafranov solver by
default (ptot geom). When it is deliberately ne-
glected for dedicated tests, this will be indicated
(pth geom). Curvature and ∇B-drifts are com-
puted from this CRONOS magnetic equilibrium
in the course of the abovely mentioned numeri-
cal field-line tracing procedure, [23]. Consequently,
these quantities remain fixed, when β is varied in
our simulations. The pressure contribution to the
magnetic drifts (see e.g. Ref. [28] ) is always kept
self-consistent with β′, however, even if the kinetic
pressure of some species is changed in parameter
scans. In analytical geometry models, a change
in equilibrium pressure mainly affects the MHD α
parameter, which is computed in Table I from the
species parameters (neglectig fast ions yields αth).
The experimentally determined toroidal rotation
profile is accounted for by means of including a
parallel flow shear rate γpfs, and a E ×B shearing
rate γ̂E = ρtor/qΩ

′
tor, [29], which is modelled by

ky-dependent periodic shifts in kx. Furthermore,
a GyroLES model for energy transfer to smaller
scales determines the magnitude of hyperdissipa-
tion in x, y space [30]. In linear simulations, γE
and GyroLES are deactivated, but γpfs is always
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Figure 1: Microinstabilities in the low power discharge
84798: ITG is marked by lines, KBM/BAE by addi-
tional symbols (a) β scan at fixed equilibrium (min-
imum βcrit around ky ∼ 0.35) (b) linear growth rate
spectra

included.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Here, we analyze turbulent transport at the ra-
dial position ρtor = 0.33 in the two selected dis-
charges 84798 (low power) and 84792 (high power).
Besides reconciling power balance heat flux lev-
els with gyrokinetic simulation results, our main
goal is to identify physics effects that may lead
to increased ion temperature gradient in the high
power case. For that reason, we perform nonlinear
gyrokinetic simulations. Supportive linear simula-
tions are used to explore the parameter space in
more detail.

A. Analysis for the low power 6MW NBI

discharge

Beginning with the low power discharge, lin-
ear simulations show that ion temperature gradi-
ent driven (ITG) modes are most unstable. Their

growth rate at finite β is reduced when compared
to the electrostatic limit. The experimental β is at
about 50% of the threshold for the onset of Alfvénic
modes, which are identified in Fig. 1(a) by a sharp
increase of the growth rate with βe above a critical
value βcrit. This signature is typical for kinetic bal-
looning mode (KBM) and β induced Alfvén eigen-
modes (BAE). In our case, the instability is driven
by thermal and suprathermal pressure gradients,
and its real frequency is close to the one of the
geodesic acoustic mode (GAM)—which is expected
for BAE. Thus, the label KBM/BAE is used. The
lowest critical β for destabilizing KBM/BAE is
found around kyρs = 0.35, the wavenumber cho-
sen in the figure. The full spectrum of Fig. 1(b)
furthermore shows that the impact of fast NBI ions
on the geometry is negligible for the ITG branch
(0.2 < kyρs < 0.5), but their contribution as a
dynamic species is slightly stabilizing. A trapped
electron mode being unstable at kyρs > 0.5 is influ-
enced by the geometry, but, however, does not sig-
nificantly contribute to the turbulence obtained in
nonlinear GENE simulations. In Figure 2 the tur-
bulent transport levels are shown to be consistent
with the CRONOS power balance analysis around
the measured value of the normalized ion gradi-
ent R/LTi ∼ 4.2. The presented nonlinear simula-
tions are restricted to ion scales (kyρs < 4.8), but
it has been verified in a separate simulation with
extended range kyρs < 40 that (for the present pa-
rameters) higher-k modes contribute little to heat
and particle transport. Thus, at low power, trans-
port is governed by ITG turbulence and is barely
influenced by fast ions. However, since β/βctit
reaches 50%, EM stabilization already sets in. The
procedure of matching the power balance result in
an R/LTi scan yields an up-shift of the temper-
ature gradient by about 20% from R/LTi = 3.5
in the ES limit to R/LTi = 4.2. A more rigor-
ous analysis of the impact of EM effects on R/LTi

would of course have to account for the transport
of particles, and momentum.

B. Linear analysis for the high power 13MW

NBI discharge

At higher power (and thus higher β) EM effects
are expected to be more pronounced. Further-
more, the contribution of fast ions is expected to
be stronger, due to the increased beam ion density.
Indeed, for the high power case, the nominal pa-
rameters are very close to the KBM/BAE thresh-
old, as seen in the β scan of Fig. 3(a). Different
wavenumbers are chosen for the ITG and KBM
branch (kyρs = 0.3 and 0.1, respectively) close to
the values where ITG is last stabilized and KBM
is first destabilized by increased β. Comparing
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Figure 2: Nonlinear simulations for the low power discharge 84798: (a) Ion heat transported through the ρ = 0.33
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Figure 3: Microinstabilities in the high power discharge
84792 (a) β-scan at fixed equilibrium (minimum βcrit

around ky = 0.1 (b) growth rate spectra at R/LTi =

4.3. ITG modes are marked by lines, KBM/BAE by
additional symbols.

to the ES result, the maximum ITG growth rate
is slightly down-shifted with increased β. Most
linear simulations are performed at R/LTi = 5,
since the turbulence level vanishes below that value

ŝ q Eq. (1) R/LTi,crit,ES R/LTi,crit,EM

0.175 0.915 3.7 2.75 2.9

0.145 1.24 3.38 2.75 3.25

Table III: Critical gradient for the two q profiles. EM
and ES gyrokinetic results use ky = 0.35, which yields
minimum R/LT,crit for ky ∈ {0.35, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2}.

(see Sec. IVC). More details become visible in
Fig. 3(b), where all ion-scale ky wave numbers are
resolved. As a first observation, the electrostatic
limit yields much larger ITG growth rates. In the
nominal case, even small variations in β′ change
the dominant instability from ITG (smaller β′) to
KBM/BAE (larger β′). We have modified β′ by
a 10% reduction of β, a 30% reduction of the fast
ion pressure gradient ∇pf , or a change of the ther-
mal pressure gradient (not all are shown). The role
of fast ions is twofold: The contribution of the fast
ion pressure gradient to β′ dynamically destabilizes
KBM/BAE (and stabilizes ITG), while the fast
ion pressure contribution to the equilibrium pro-
vides some stabilization of the KBM/BAE branch.
Although KBM growthrates increase quickly, once
the threshold is overcome, we confirm earlier ob-
servations that geometric stabilization (for exam-
ple due to fast ion pressure) only shifts βcrit by 5%
to 10%, [6, 8]. In order to study these fast ion ef-
fects on ITG, R/LTi = 4.3 is taken in Fig. 3(b).
At R/LTi = 5, Fig. 4(c) shows that most parts of
the spectrum are dominated by EM modes instead.
For clarification, we note that due to the strong
EM stabilization at nominal parameters, the par-
allel flow shear drive is essential to destabilize the
mode that has been labeled as ITG, for simplicity.
In a less effective manner, the parallel flow shear
also drives the KBM/BAE branch.

For assessing the influence of the q profile on
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Figure 4: 84792: sensitivity to q profile (a) β-scan at
fixed equilibria (b) gradient scan for ky = 0.35 (c)
growth rate spectrum at R/LTi = 5. ITG modes are
marked by lines, KBM/BAE by additional symbols.
βcrit is larger at lower q, the critical gradient is simi-
lar and the degree of EM stabilization is much greater
with q = 1.24.

microinstabilities, the alternative CRONOS equi-
librium with reduced qmin (and slightly increased
ŝ) is used (see Table I). Fig. 4 shows that the
KBM threshold is very sensitive, since α ∝ q2 is
the relevant parameter. In fact, the KBM/BAE
growth rates are on top of each other, when plot-
ting against α. Because ŝ is very small, the slight
change in ŝ does not matter for the value of βcrit.
Also the ITG branch is affected by the equilibrium
change. In Ref. [31] a formula for the gradient

threshold

R/LTi,crit =

(

1 +
Ti
Te

)(

1.33 + 1.91
ŝ

q

)

× G (1)

is given, which is based on ES gyrokinetic sim-
ulations with adiabatic electrons. For our JET
cases at ρtor = 0.33, the geometric factor G =
(1 + 0.3ǫ(∂κ/∂ǫ)) ∼ 0.998 does not play a role.
As the authors of Ref. [31] assume, our low-q
low-ŝ JET parameters lie outside the applicabil-
ity regime. In Table III we find R/LTcrit to be
slightly lower than Eq. (1), with reversed trend
in terms of ŝ/q. However, our results are con-
sistent with the observation of increased gradient
threshold at larger β/βcrit, [9]. Probably more im-
portantly, the linear critical gradient is found well
below the experimental gradient (and the nonlin-
ear thresholds). It is thus essential that in the
q = 0.915 case, the growth rate is less sensitive to
R/LTi at the same wavenumber ky = 0.35. Fur-
thermore, the instability covers a broader range in
ky, as shown in Fig. 4(c).

A notable difference between the high and low
power cases is given by the increased temperature
ratio Ti/Te at increased NBI heating. Large Ti/Te
is well known to stabilize ITG turbulence quite ef-
ficiently. This can be inferred from Eq. (1) and is
also seen in the linear simulations of Fig. 5. Re-
cent experimental results confirm this effect in a
regime of lower β, [32]. Increased Ti also con-
tributes to the total pressure and thus KBM modes
are destabilized at Ti = 1.4 above the nominal
value. Interestingly, when observing the maximum
growth rate, Ti/Te stabilization is stronger for the
q ∼ 1.24 equilibria (both at high and low power)
as compared to the q = 0.915 equilibrium. From
Eq. (1) one would expect the opposite, but EM
effects appear to be decisive. Indeed, Fig. 5(c) re-
veals that the strength of EM stabilization dra-
matically reduces with decreasing Ti/Te (at fixed
Te and βe), as the KBM/BAE threshold is pushed
further away. Note, however, that βcrit appears to
scale with βi = Ti/Te βe, but the ITG stabilization
is not that easily parameterized. Since EM effects
are weaker in the q = 0.915 scenario, Ti/Te stabi-
lization is thus consistently less effective also. In
Fig. 5(c), reduced ∇pf is used, which moderately
increases the KBM/BAE threshold with respect to
the full ∇pf case, but does not generally affect the
physics. Besides α, also the normalized collision
rate ν⋆i and the flow shear rate γE are sensitive
to changes of q. While collisions are weak in both
cases, the impact of flow shear is expected to be
slightly larger in the low-q scenario. This is subject
of Section IVC, where nonlinear simulation results
are presented.
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Consistently, β-stabilization is less effective at smaller
Ti.

C. Nonlinear analysis for the high power

13MW NBI discharge

Combining our insights from the linear analysis
is very helpful to interpret nonlinear simulations
for the high-power case, which are presented in the
following. Turbulent heat fluxes from GENE are
depicted in Fig. 6 for the q = 1.24 equilibrium,
whereby R/LTi is varied. The electrostatic limit
agrees with power balance heat flux at R/LTi ∼
4.1, which is slightly larger than the gradient in
the low-power scenario. This can be attributed
to increased Ti/Te, geometric α stabilization and

slightly increased E×B shear. Adopting the more
realistic electromagnetic model at nominal βe an
even greater up-shift of the nonlinear critical gradi-
ent is found, but turbulence has transitioned from
the ITG regime to the KBM/BAE regime (the red
dots in Fig. 6). For vizualizing this transition, it
is useful to monitor the cross phase angle distri-
bution between two fluctuating quantities, such as
φ̃ and ñ, as done in Fig. 8 for selected nonlinear
simulations. After a Fourier trasform to {x, ky}

space, the phase is computed as Im(ln(φ̃ky
/ñky

))
for each point in {x, z} and collected in 62 bins
between −π and π. The result is time averaged
over the saturated turbulence. For ITG, the dom-
inant φ̃× ñi phase is close to zero, while it is close
to π for the KBM/BAE. Notably, this is different
from gyrofluid ideal ballooning turbulence, from
which a cross phase of π/2 is expected, [33]. To-
gether with the relatively larger electron thermal
transport Qe (with a strong magnetic flutter com-
ponent), this observation points towards a stronger
role of electron dynamics in the KBM/BAE case.
For the present parameters, these KBM/BAE sim-
ulations are stable in time and develop a regular
turbulent spectrum. For other setups, a runaway-
phenomenon (see e.g. [34, 35]) has been found, or
turbulence develops a sharp peak about a single
binormal wavenumber, [36]. However, when the
ion flux is matched at R/LTi ∼ 5.2, the electron
transport levels are 5-10 times larger than power
balance, and the fast particle transport is also very
large. Assuming a quasi-stationary state, in which
heat sources are balanced by turbulent transport
at constant background profiles, the KBM regime
is thus inconsistent with the experiment in terms
of Qe/Qi.

Reducing β by 10% brings us back to an ITG
turbulence regime at R/LTi = 5. This ITG regime
is difficult to resolve numerically, because the tur-
bulence level is very low. At higher R/LTi the ITG
gradually transitions to KBM/BAE, as monitored
by a φ × n1 cross phase shift from zero to π in
Fig. 8(iii)→(iv) and the increase in Qe above the
experimental level. Thus, it is difficult to match
power balance heat fluxes at q = 1.24. The im-
pact of fast ions is nevertheless investigated in this
10% reduced β setup, since it allows to access the
EM stabilized ITG turbulence regime. Nonlinear
simulation results are collected in Table IV. Al-
ready from the linear simulations of Fig. 3 we ex-
pect to find a KBM-type regime when fast ions are
neglected in dynamics and equilibrium pressure,
even at 10% reduced β. Indeed, at R/LTi = 5,
the heat flux is around the experimental value with
strong increase at higher gradients, KBM-like cross
phase and large Qe/Qi. Removing fast ions only
from the dynamics, but not from the equilibrium
yields approximately the same ion heat flux around
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84792, q=1.24, R/LTi=5 〈QiV
′〉 Qe/Qi φ× ni1 type

β×0.9 no f.i. pth geom 3.79MW 0.87 π KBM

β×0.9 no f.i. ptot geom 2.70MW 0.31 0 ITG

β×0.9 w/ f.i. ptot geom 0.89MW 0.51 0 ITG

CRONOS 2.86MW 0.49

Table IV: Impact of fast ions in nonlinear simula-
tions with q = 1.24 equilibrium (with E × B). ITG
is stabilized by dynamic fast ions in ptot geometry.
With pth geometry this is masked by the transition
to KBM/BAE turbulence.

R/LTi = 5, but turbulence is of ITG character.
Comparing this to the very low turbulence level
in case of fully included fast ions, the reduction of
ITG turbulence due to a dynamic fast ion species is
confirmed by nonlinear simulations. In all finite-β
simulations in the q = 1.24 case, we find similarly
to Ref. [6] that switching off E ×B flow shear has
a very little effect on the turbulence level and thus

on the gradient threshold (not shown). In fact,
E×B flow shear can increase transport, especially
the magnetic flutter component.

Turning now to the q = 0.915 geometry, we
have seen βcrit to be significantly increased. In-
deed, here we observe ITG turbulence further away
from the KBM regime, but still of electromagnetic
character, which matches the experimental flux at
a relatively high R/LTi ∼ 5.5. A fascinating in-
terplay between the turbulence reduction due to β
effects and due to rotation (E × B shear) is ob-
served in Fig. 7: While the ES simulations with-
out E ×B predict R/LTi ∼ 4.3, switching on EM
effects at no E × B shear yields a significant up-
shift to R/LTi ∼ 5.2. Adding E ×B shear to this
EM simulation yields a further small up-shifts to
R/LTi ∼ 5.5. Interestingly, the ES simulation with
E ×B even exhibits a 7% higher gradient thresh-
old R/LTi ∼ 5.9 than the full-physics case (EM
with E×B). This has important ramifications for
widely used simplified (e.g. quasi-linear) models:
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Figure 8: Histograms of φ̃× ñ cross phase angle for selected discharges with increasing β/βcrit from left to right:
(i) ES q = 1.24 geom, R/LTi = 5 (ii) EM q = 0.915 geom. R/LTi = 6 (iii) EM q = 1.24 geom, β×0.9, R/LTi = 5

(iv) EM q = 1.24 geom, β×0.9, R/LTi = 5.5 (v) EM q = 1.24 geom, R/LTi = 5.2
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An electrostatic approach with E × B shear may
succeed to describe the present JET plasmas, just
as a sophisticated electromagnetic model (correctly
mimicking nonlinear β-stabilization) does. How-
ever, this coincidence with the experiment would
occur for the wrong reason: The efficiency of E×B
suppression in ES simulations can mask the EM
character of the system. Extrapolations will thus
fail for machines like ITER, where rotation is low,
but β can still be high.

For improving on simplified models it is instruc-
tive to analyze the turbulence spectra of |φ|2 and
Qi in Fig. 9 at constant gradient R/LTi = 6. In
the ES case, E × B shear acts as expected: the
low-k part of the spectra drops, so that the re-
gion of strongest transport shifts towards higher
kx and ky. In simulation without E × B shear,
EM effects shift the spectra to lower kx and ky.
Adding E × B in the EM case shifts the spectra
to higher k (as in the ES case), but the drop of
transport is much less pronounced. The total en-
ergy flux Qi even rises (within the standard devia-
tion of the fluctuating time traces). In Fig. 9(b) φ
amplitudes are largest in the EM+E×B case, be-
cause a strong zonal (flux-surface averaged) com-
ponent develops, which does not directly impact
on the transport. One possible reason for E × B
being less effective in strongly EM cases is that
the turbulence gains more of an Alfvenic character
and thus develops faster time scales. From Fourier
transforming the φ fluctuations in time, we indeed
find that the dominant EM frequency at ky = 0.32
is 0.185cs/Lref , which is 25% larger than the dom-
inant ES frequency. Furthermore, the EM linear
mode structure is known to develop finer radial
scales which are less efficiently sheared apart.

D. Discussion of q profile sensitivity

For the q = 1.24 equilibrium, one finds either
KBM turbulence, which yields Qe/Qi inconsistent
with the experiment, or ITG turbulence (at re-
duced β), which yields a very low turbulence level.
We note that in such cases of marginal ITG sta-
bility and sufficient electron temperature gradient
(ETG) drive at small-scales, cross-scale-coupling
has been identified to hinder the generation of
zonal flows , [37, 38], and thus potentially increases
the ion-scale ITG transport by some factors. How-
ever, in the process of varying the equilibrium by
changing mainly the q profile, the ITG turbulence
regime is found to be further away from marginal-
ity. Here, ETG turbulence may contribute some
fraction of the electron flux [39] but is not ex-
pected to strongly react back to ion scales. In this
q = 0.915 equilibrium, the experimental fluxes are
successfully recovered at increased R/LTi.

The two investigated cases can be considered as
upper and lower limits, between which realistic q
profiles can exist. This is because the absence of
signatures for large-scale MHD modes in the exper-
imental diagnostics indicates that q does not drop
significantly below q = 1 throughout the plasma
core. On the other hand, q > 1.24 appears to
favour KBM turbulence too strongly, which is ex-
cluded by the large Qe/Qi flux-ratio. Assuming
the intermediate value of q = 1.1, for example, we
obtain β/βcrit ∼ 0.74 from the simple q2 scaling
found in our linear simulations. Having in mind
that the low power discharge (at q = 1.23) was al-
ready affected at β/βcrit ∼ 0.5, this estimate sug-
gests that EM stabilization (supported by dynamic
fast-ions) contributes significantly to an increased
ion temperature gradient, and thus to the benefi-
cial confinement scaling. For the low power dis-
charge, no q profile sensitivity study has been per-
formed, because changes are expected to be less
prominent for two reasons: (i) the original param-
eters at q = 1.24 are already quite far from βcrit
and (ii) the impact of E × B shear, which could
mask EM stabilization, is smaller due to lower ro-
tation.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed gyrokinetic simulations
for two JET-ILW discharges of nearly identical
(broad) q profile, but a factor-of-two difference in
absorbed power. By direct comparison we were
able to identify some of the key physics effects that
are believed to contribute to the relatively good
τE ∼ P−0.3 power-scaling behavior of the experi-
mental power scan. In the inner core ρtor = 0.33,
gyrokinetic simulations matched CRONOS power
balance at values of R/LTi that are significantly
up-shifted at high power, which corresponds to
a steeper ion temperature profile. Since turbu-
lent transport increases rapidly above the gradient
threshold (profile stiffness), the steeper gradient
can not be attributed to the larger source alone.
Improved core confinement rather origins from the
change of plasma parameters. In both discharges
we found ITG turbulence to be the best candidate
for explaining the experimentally determined heat
fluxes. Finite β effects begin to reduce the turbu-
lence level already at low power. At high power, we
have studied a set of two q profiles, which can be
viewed as upper and lower limit within the mea-
surement uncertainties. The first one (q = 1.24)
yields increased R/LTi and is close to the tran-
sition between strongly EM-stabilized ITG turbu-
lence and KBM/BAE turbulence, the latter be-
ing excluded by its high electron thermal trans-
port level. In the second equilibrium (q = 0.915),
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ITG turbulence of less electromagnetic character
confirms the experimentally determined gradient
up-shift. The absence of large-scale MHD modes
indicates that q does not drop much further below
one, though. Also intermediate q profiles are sup-
ported by our simulations: Assuming q = 1.1, for
example, an ITG turbulence regime is expected to
yield significantly increased R/LTi with respect to
the low-power discharge.

This R/LTi up-shift has been identified to origin
from an interplay between multiple effects: Larger
dynamic EM stabilization due to higher (thermal
and fast ion) β, increased thermal and suprather-
mal equilibrium pressure (Shafranov-shift), and
stabilization due to larger Ti/Te. Finally, E × B
flow shear suppression may be non-negligible as
well, but the associated gradient up-shift is ex-
pected to be 10% (found for fully EM q = 0.915
case) or smaller. With respect to the interplay
of rotation effects with electromagnetic physics,
we confirm earlier C-wall results that E × B flow
shear suppression becomes less relevant, the more
electromagnetic the system is. In this context, it
is important to note that for the q = 0.915 ge-
ometry, the impact of E × B flow shear yields a
very large R/LTi up-shift in the electrostatic limit.
This can mask the importance of finite-β effects
and has important ramifications for widely used
simplified (e.g. quasilinear) models: While elec-
trostatic models with E×B shear may succeed for
the current JET plasmas, their extrapolations to
low-rotation devices like ITER will fail, since β can
still be high.

Concerning q-profile optimization in present ma-
chines, we conclude from our simulations that el-
evated q at low shear generates strong electro-
magnetic stabilization of ITG turbulence, which
could allow steeper gradients. On the other hand,
above the KBM/BAE limit, strong transport is
expected. However, KBM/BAE turbulence yields
a larger electron to ion flux-ratio than CRONOS
interpretative power balance, from which we con-
clude that the KBM/BAE threshold is not sur-
passed in the present experiments. It is not en-
tirely clear, whether higher q would lead to the un-
desirable instability of large-scale MHD ballooning
modes, or if rather the plasma profiles will be lim-
ited by turbulence before a disruption takes place.
Previous gyrokinetic results indicate that the tur-
bulence threshold is indeed lower than the ideal
ballooning limit. If those turn out to be correct in
the present regime, interesting experiments could
attempt to elevate the q profile, while maintaining
low magnetic shear. Taking the present high power
low q case as a starting point, we have identified
the E × B shear effect to only contribute at most
10% to the gradient up-shift, which may not be
decisive, at least in the inner plasma core. When

the system becomes even more electromagnetic at
larger q, the stabilizing impact of E ×B shear de-
creases further, or even turns to enhancing trans-
port. Disentangling rotation and electromagnetic
effects for better prediction high-performance plas-
mas can be subject of dedicated experiments. Low
rotation can be obtained at DIII-D with balanced
NBI, at ASDEX Upgrade and JET by mixing in
ICRH heating, or at WEST (ICRH+LH), provided
that the installed heating is sufficient to reach the
required high β values.

We now turn to discussing the relevance and the
implications of our results for future devices, like
ITER. Since the heating methods apply much less
torque to the plasma, E × B shear is expected to
be much lower in ITER. While this lack of E ×B
suppression is expected to yield larger turbulence
levels in electrostatic systems, no big effect is ex-
pected in strongly electromagnetic cases found in
the inner core of JET ’hybrid’ discharges. In con-
trast, thermal EM stabilization is expected to di-
rectly transfer, provided that βcrit is closely ap-
proached. However, the ratio Ti/Te scales less
favourably, because ITER will dominantly gener-
ate electron heating (by fusion-born α particles, for
example) and thus likely operate at Te >∼ Ti. Lin-
ear simulations have revealed an interplay between
βe and temperature ratio, whereby EM stabiliza-
tion is less effective for Te > Ti. These findings
indicate that it may be more complicated to ac-
cess highly EM-stabilized regimes, but they are yet
to be confirmed in nonlinear simulations. Valuable
experimental insights in this direction are expected
from high β plasmas with Te ∼ Ti at JT60-SA.
Fast ions are found to provide significant stabi-
lization in the strongly electromagnetic scenario
both in terms of their equilibrium pressure and
their dynamical role in the microturbulence. A
caveat for scaling towards ITER is that the latter
effect is presently studied best for NBI beam ions
of the temperature Tf <∼ 10Ti, while fusion α par-
ticles are much more energetic. Since dynamical
effects are likely linked to certain phase-space res-
onances, future simulation studies will have to ad-
dress the dependences on temperature, mass, and
charge of the suprathermal species, as well their
non-Maxwellian velocity distribution. Actual fu-
sion α particles will be generated and studied dur-
ing the scheduled JET D-T campaign, but already
today, fast ion parameters can be accessed by using
ICRH heating, possibly in addition to beam injec-
tion. At the same time this reduces the E×B flow
shear. Such experiments would be extremely help-
ful to finally determine, whether the electromag-
netic and fast-ion stabilization scenarios described
in this paper can be expected in the plasmas of
future machines.
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